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Introduction and notation. The following two theorems are basic to the
classical theory of spherical harmonics and their importance in analysis is
well known.
THEOREM 1. (CARTAN [2].) Suppose p is a function on the (n — l)-sphere
Sn~* which transforms under SO(ri) according to an irreducible representation
of highest weight (fc, 0,..., 0). Then p extends to a harmonic polynomial on
R" satisfying the homogeneity condition p(rX) = rkp(X) for all r > 0 and
XeRn.
THEOREM 2. (BOCHNER [1].) Suppose ƒ is a radial function on ]?", p is as in
Theorem 1, and F = fp is square-integrable. Then the Fourier transform of
F is gp where g is the Hankel transform off of order k -f ((n — 2)/2).

In this note we announce an extension of these theorems to the setting
of Stiefel manifolds and matrix space. Our work makes it possible to
construct holomorphic discrete series representations for the real symplectic group by decomposing a tensor product of certain projective
representations introduced earlier by Shale and Weil. (See Weil [11]
and also Shalika [10].) Proofs of the results announced here and their
application to the construction of discrete series will appear elsewhere.
We let Mnm denote then x m real matrix space, Sw,m the Stiefel manifold
of matrices VeMnm such that lVV = Im9 and Pm the cone of m x m
positive-definite symmetric matrices. The rotation group SO(n) acts on
S"'w and Mnttn by left matrix multiplication so that S"'m s SO(n)/SO(n - m).
Corresponding to the decomposition Mnm = Sw,m x Pm we have the
integral formula
f

F(X) dX = cw,w f ( f

F(VR^2) dv) (det R)v dR

where v = (n - m — l)/2, c„ttn is a constant depending only on n and m,
and dV is SO(n)-invariant. The algebra Mmm acts on Mnm by right matrix
multiplication.
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